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Breath
2009-04-01

stopping by his favorite bar in tokyo s gay district yanagi picks up an attractive man and the two spend a passionate night together the next morning
however the stranger proclaims that what they did makes him sick and then bolts from the room with the weight of confusion and frustration crushing him
yanagi thinks he ll never see the man again until he finds out it s his good friend s twin brother arata even when confronted arata refuses to accept
what happened that drunken night so an angry yanagi comes up with a plan to make arata his sex slave as punishment and so begins the first of five
volumes filled with drama angst suspense passion and love will yanagi and arata clear their misconceptions will yanagi be able to fight the demons of his
past will one possessive twin get in the way follow these two lovers in their struggle against all obstacles to find love and happiness together

All You Need Is Love Volume 1 (Yaoi Novel)
2010-01-27

junya sawa is an ordinary man a modestly successful bank employee in tokyo but that isn t the life he wanted for himself in the eight years since he
graduated from high school he s been unable to forget the man who could have changed his life uzuki kobayakawa the heir to a yakuza dynasty in tokyo now
brought together by chance once again he s forced to face the choices he made in his youth that tore them apart and to decide whether their differences
will keep them apart forever

Given, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
2020-02-11

ritsuka uenoyama is bored with it all with school with his basketball club and even with his one true passion playing guitar that is until the day he
finds his favorite hidden napping spot occupied by a strange boy cradling a broken stringed guitar at first uenoyama is nonplussed by mafuyu sato and his
slightly odd behavior but when on a whim he asks mafuyu to sing the power of that song pierces him to the core viz media

Love and Truth (Yaoi Manga)
2008

a master pet contract with some twisted twins a story of three way pure love tossed around by capricious fate towa has been left with an ex boyfriend s
debt of 5 million yen in order to pay off the debt he decides to enter into a three month master pet contract with some handsome twins the twins are
close and they live like celebrities in a super luxury apartment towa thinks everything is rosy between them but the twins actually share a tragic past
super celebrity twins and a poor young man down on his luck a love drama about troubled human beings
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S Volume 1 (Yaoi Novel)
2006-05-09

shiba is a detective in the fifth anti organized crime division of the tokyo metropolitan police a k a anti gang 5 specializing in handgun seizures shiba
s secret weapon is s spy an informant who plays a key role in shiba s information gathering shiba is training an informant who has been officially
accepted into shinjuku s matsukura group within the budoha crime syndicate one day shiba awakens to an anonymous phone call watch out for your s

Menkui! Volume 1: (Yaoi)
2009-02-24

beautiful boys fall in love at an all boys high school in this new series that will appeal to fans of gravitation rated for older teens

A FUTURE WITH YOU (Yaoi Manga)
2006-04-11

monster customers a boss who takes no responsibility nonchalant coworkers unreasonable departments food company customer support worker tokura has racked
up daily stress one day after a stress induced meltdown cleaning staff keita offers himself up how about me while at first he can t imagine taking out
his frustration on the self described hardcore masochist his pent up anger incites him to sin drunk off of the pleasure of domination tokura begins to
search for more sources of stress in order to have sex with keita

The Hundred-Year Crystal Catalogue (Yaoi Manga)
2015-08-02

bentt a traveling scholar comes across a young man named iris in an abandoned mine iris eats crystals has eyes that sparkle like rainbows and is the last
surviving member of a race known as the diamonds of the desert setting out on a journey together the two begin to slowly open up their hearts to each
other however

The Truth Is... (Yaoi Manga)
2005-11-08

noguchi continues to have a secret crush on his colleague and childhood friend misaki but his true feelings are obvious to the person in question due to
his easily recognizable behavior unaware of this the insensitive noguchi is completely oblivious to misaki s feelings ã in addition to the extra chapter
of the title story there is a story about a pure love couple with an age difference
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All I Think About Is You (Yaoi Manga)
2008

the day when the three of will have to part is coming kana chiba yuji tachibana and souma kamiya are childhood friends while distantly aware that their
time together is coming to an end souma gets a girlfriend kana is shocked by this four friends confused with their changing hearts and bodies this is
their story of adolescence

Ze Volume 1 (Yaoi)
2009-02-24

if fruits baskets was done as a yaoi manga it might look something like this raizo has recently moved into a strange mansion upon the death of his last
living relative given room and board in exchange for taking over the household chores for the half dozen residents raizo slowly comes to realize that the
house is hiding some pretty dark secrets are his housequests more than what they appear and will his attraction to the lord and master kon prove
hazardous to his health

Shout Out Loud! Volume 1: (Yaoi)
2011-06

this eagerly awaited story is packed with a love triangle a budding romance and enough angst to fan the flames of yaoi lovers everywhere illustrations
rated for older teens

Your Love Belongs to Me (Yaoi Manga)
2008-07-22

like i d ever have the hots for a gorilla it s war between karate and judo as their respective club leaders ishio and mochizuki sling insults at each
other one minute and horny for each other the next ishio s pure hearted and hot tempered mochizuki is a decent guy but rough around the edges every day
of their lives brings another fight over the cramped martial arts hall one day ishio finds himself flustered after catching mochizuki naked in the
changeroom mochizuki having caught ishio off guard comes up with a very certain strategy he s going to use his sex appeal to stir up ishio whenever and
wherever he embraces him pushes him down and chases after him two built men muscling their way through a love story

Scent Of Spring (Yaoi Manga)
2018-10-09
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with a beautiful face and delicate build he comes in every month on the same day to buy flowers but who are they for should i get the nerve to talk to
him or would it be weird to talk to him after all this time guided by the small of spring the buds that have sprouted in their two hearts burst into
bloom outside of the title story an eruption of high school fantasies sweet agonizing love at the age of 17 and new works all included in this complete
collection of short stories this series has been published in japan since 2008 which japanese title name is haru no nioi

LOVE BEYOND TIME (Yaoi Manga)
2008-07-08

overcoming time a hot embracing love mizuo yanase skipped tea making class and snuck off to a temple when he suddenly slipped through time from the
present world the sengoku era there he meets lord takakage you came to this time to meet me finally a sengoku era romance this series has been published
in japan since 2006 which japanese title name is oretachi wa koko de koi wo suru

The Dark Earth: Devil's Ridge Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
2021

aidan has always dreamed of a different life one that was somehow more than what he knew desperate times force him and his adoptive family to move to
grandfather patrick s house on devil s ridge a tiny rural town that is far more than what it seems on the ridge aidan finds a world filled with magic
monsters and terrifying beauty he has discovered his different life but it isn t at all what he expected and not all of it is good with most of the
townspeople involved in the clan a dark cult and grandfather patrick as the clan s head aidan knows he isn t just imagining that the whole town is out to
get him when aidan is lured by an ancient force literally in his own backyard he is rescued by the mysterious and handsome asher vane who his grandfather
calls a demon is asher something terrible more importantly is aidan yaoi manga vol 1 devil s ridge asin b006nswc6i vol 2 hidden past asin b00aglofju vol
3 dark prince asin b00b274hpe vol 4 legacy asin b00g4dn3is vol 5 the gathering dark asin b00jb109by vol 6 a memory darkly too hot for amazon s tos for
kindle on amazon itself but available at the raythe reign shop exclusively extra volume dream too hot for amazon s tos for kindle on amazon itself but
available at the raythe reign shop

YAMADA AND THE BOY (Yaoi Manga)
2016-08-09

on christmas night on his way home from work yamada age 26 picked up the drunk and crying high schooler chihiro a boy worried about his attraction to
those of the same sex a straight working man and a gay high school student in this long awaited work from artist ori mito a spontaneous meeting between
two people blooms into a romance that transcends gender this series has been published in japan since 2013 which japanese title name is yamada to shounen

Anyone But You!! (Yaoi Manga)
2023-08-04
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yamato an honor student is constantly being pestered by his childhood friend sakawa whom he has not seen for a long time but he brushes him off in fact
however yamato has a hidden leg fetish that he can t tell anyone about yamato is irritated when sakawa who has the kind of legs he likes innocently
approaches him you can read the complete ultimate anthropomorphic bl comic as well ã in addition to the title work a thrilling reading of a dog eared pet
and his master and more are included

Promise of Love (Yaoi Manga)

when they were kids chiaki promised natsuki to take him as a bride when they grow up years later chiaki had grown into a bitter working adult and a
certain circumstance forced him to stay together with natsuki who is now working as a model one day suddenly natsuki was feeling feverish and wanted
chiaki to make him feel better by touching his body unable to resist the temptation chiaki succumbed to the temporary pleasure now things had become
awkward between them chiaki starts reminiscing about their promise does natsuki still feel the same as back then

LOVE MODE Volume 1: (Yaoi)

akio yamane s ancestors have died young for generations and he despises the cursed lineage his family has given him then one day akio falls ill but when
he unknowingly summons a protector god a man with long ears and a tail appears before him completely naked

A Strange and Mystifying Story Volume 1 (Yaoi)

tozaki is a writer who by coincidence is reunited with his first love from high school kurata while on assignment that night they go out drinking and
after confessing his old feelings tozaki finds himself dazed in kurata s arms but what tozaki thought would be a one night stand turns into a
relationship kurata wants to continue and tozaki finds himself captivated

Pure Heart Volume 1 (Yaoi)

here s to every day being filled with bliss and laughter welcome to the family masaki lives as a househusband in the fujiyoshi household with his loving
trophy husband and breadwinner hiromu and their two year old hikari who is too cute for his own damn good full of doubt the support of his family in
their day to day lives carries masaki through to a place of accepting himself for who he is a feeling family oriented bl between a mr right and a male
beauty who feels like he doesn t size up embracing the good times and the bad all to be a better today than they were yesterday

Welcome Home (Yaoi Manga)

kaitani is a young up and coming star of the comedy group kaitani kawamori for some reason kaitani likes to always mess with tarou yamada the group
manager for someone who only wished to live a normal uneventful life yamada couldn t help but feel uneasy around kaitani there s no way a star like him
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would find me interesting a romantic story that is even more dramatic than a soap opera

The Twisted King and I (Yaoi Manga)

average looks average skills that s me tarou suzuki my extreme ordinariness has been something i ve been worrying about my whole life but one day and
extremely beautiful but drunk man showed up at my door step the moment he saw me he burst into tears claiming that i looked like his ex lover and tried
to kiss me a few days later that same beautiful man also showed up at my new workplace his name is ryouta shiga will my meeting with shiga prove to be
something life changing

Get The Key To My Heart (Yaoi Manga)

yamato is man with a darkly dramatic past perhaps it is no surprise that henow runs his own detective agency with a staff of three misfits that
arepractically family to him he does whatever it takes to get the job done unconventional cases can mean unconventional solutions but yamato is not one
toshy away except when his heart is concerned the creator of kizuna brings a story of mystery andromance

Border Volume 1 (Yaoi)

confess your love and ruin a friendship or protect the friendship and keep your feelings hidden away forever what would you do if you were in tomosaka s
place he doesn t remember when it began but it seems tomosaka has been in love with noda forever the thing is he can t exactly confess his feelings
because the two are best friends

Kiss Blue Volume 1 (Yaoi)

beauty school students noburu and daichi are always together from their dorms to their group of friends however something makes noburu start thinking of
daichi as more than a friend unable to be honest about his feelings noburu ends up being mean to daichi who unable to understand where he is coming from
feels at a loss from this stretched relationship their feelings start to drift apart sorry for thinking i might like you etsuko s new novel focuses on
that instant where the friendship between two straight guys turns into a romance this series has been published in japan since 2014 which japanese title
name is super natural

SUPER NATURAL (Yaoi Manga)

follow the story of haruta who just wants to support his ex nachi and so enrols in teijo academy the academy part isn t just a name it s complete with
all the trappings of the upper classes there s even an elite four who each excel at a different virtue moral uprightness along with physical academic and
artistic ability as the next in line in a family of politicians spanning generations haruta s partner nachi is expected to also venture into the
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political world and so to make this happen he breaks up with haruta and enters teijo academy to follow in his father s footsteps despite having broken up
with nachi haruta follows him to teijo hoping to support him in his political endeavors but teijo academy is for elites where haruta s sense of what is
normal doesn t apply

The Teijo Academy (Yaoi Manga)

daiwa corporation is one of the leading companies in the food industry seiji nono might look like a delinquent but he s a master cook who works as the
head chef of the company s chinese cuisine division he has many fans who show up for his delicious cooking and uncharacteristic looks one day nono meets
an elite business man kakeru misato who was appointed as the new branch manager nono tries his best to welcome the new manager by inviting him to the
cafeteria but misato quickly rejects him by saying i don t like chinese cuisine it s oily a tense yet romantic relationship between a cool business man
and a delinquent chef

If I Hadnt Fallen in Love with You (Yaoi Manga)

in his black hood anoa walks the streets selling apples but he has a dark side he keeps hidden away this story is filled with fantasy love between boys
and action

Black Cowl (Yaoi Manga)

amano is a human who works at a small strange inn on the edge of civilization that serves as a refuge for the others immortal visitors from the
everlasting world which exists parallel to the transient world of mankind when tsukuyomi the king of the world of the deathless pays a visit to the inn
it s up to amano to tend to his every need but to his shock the haughty beautiful king is the spitting image of his old childhood friend who disappeared
under mysterious circumstances long ago tsukuyomi s world may be far far removed from amano s own but in a moment of passion amano vows to always stay by
the king s side with over 40 new pages of additional content this book includes the definitive version of the king of the full moon it also features 31
new pages of the colors of zhen another sensual yayohi monzen work

Midday Moon (Yaoi Manga)

an omegaverse story set during the meiji era a love across social boundaries that fights against a cruel fate set against the backdrop of a pitiless era
it is the 16th year of the meiji era omegas in heat are widely despised with no family to speak of maya lives like a slave as part of a freak show where
he is subjected to baseless violence and demands for sexual services one day maya has a fateful encounter with seiji nagisa alpha the heir to a
conglomerate maya finds himself gradually drawn to the warm straightforward seiji a dramatic love story that unfolds in an irrational world
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Let it Cry (Yaoi Manga)

in order to conceal that he s a werewolf coyote avoids getting too involved with humans but marleen a pianist at a bar he frequents is interested in him
and just won t take no for an answer when coyote unexpectedly goes into heat for the first time marleen catches him while he s unable to maintain his
human form and offers up a tempting invitation coyote wants to resist but can he viz media

Coyote, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)

he doesn t remember when it began but it seems tomosaka has been in love with noda forever the thing is he can t exactly confess his feelings because the
two are best friends and to protect the friendship tomosaka has to lock away his feelings deep inside him from keiko kinoshita the same person who gave
us little crybaby and you and harujion comes a story that explores the boundaries between love and friendship lose yourself within the pages of kiss blue

Kiss Blue Vol. 1

after losing in a street fight coyote has to be nozomi s servant nozomi has him held captive in an online peep room called digital angels attracted by
the fore of the beautiful nozomi coyote hatches a plan futuristic sf boys love major title

Steal Moon (Yaoi Manga)

this is a kiss for my seven years of love for you letting his curiosity guide him on a trip around the world shin s hard work has allowed him to
infiltrate a land completely cut off from the world the unmapped country oraie in a country filled with mystery shin meets the noble young king musutia
and his cool and refined servant the beauty noe in order to save the life of musutia infected with a near fatal disease unique to oraie shin bears
witness to the repeated practice of a healing kiss between lord and retainer in wake of noe s burning lust will shin will a day come when lord and vassal
can kiss for love before they both go crazy from yearning penned with all of taino nikke s power of craft we give you a beautiful tale of fated love in a
small fantastical land

An Unmapped Country, Somewhere In This World (Yaoi Manga)

corporate secretary shirotani suffers from obsessive compulsive disorder one day he meets kurose a therapist who offers to take him through a ten step
program to cure him of his compulsion as the two go through each of the ten steps shirotani s attraction to his counselor grows viz media
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The Rules of the Brothers (yaoi Manga), Volume 1

night after night elva steps forth into the black sea sword in hand to drive back the creatures that surge from the waves elva is one of the kannagi
warrior priests chosen by the divine to protect the island with his snow white hair unaging youth and black stained limbs proof of the corruption that
gradually takes the life of every kannagi the local people fear and shun him at least until his path crosses with that of a boy named alto enraptured by
elva s strength and lonely soul alto swears to serve him and free him from his cursed fate after eight long years alto has grown into a capable and
fearless young man unwavering in his devotion to his kannagi elva had long ago resigned himself to an early death but somehow alto s presence seems to be
gradually healing him of the black sea s corruption

Ten Count, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)

Lullaby of the Dawn, Volume 1
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